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transverse and parallel to the direction of wave propagation
(taken to be along the z-axls), K is the kinetic energy, A is
the vector potential of the wave, q is the charge of the
particle and c Is the speed of light. To make it simple, we
let the charge be Initially stationary at position z»0 and
the pulse interact with the particle only after tine t-0, so
that the two above expressions becoae

Hong Kong
Particle interaction with plane electromagnetic pulses
is studied. It is shewn that particle acceleration by a wavy
pulse, depending on the shape of the pulse, nay not be «mall.
Further, a diffusive-type particle acceleration by multiple
weak pulses is described and discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The study of particle Interaction with an intense
plane electromagnetic pulse in vacuum has attracted continued
attention [1-12], not only because of its theoretical interest
but also because of its relation to practical problem* such
as free electron laser, particle acceleration and plasma
heating. A basic question concerned in this study is how much
momentum a particle will gain after the passage of such a
pulse. Studies [12] neglecting radiation damping have shown
that the gain will be considerable If the pulsa is solitary
or non-oscillatory and that the gain will be negligible if the
pulse is wavy or contains many oscillations. On the other
hand, studies which include radiation damping [4,7,10,11] have
indicated a finite amount of momentum gain even if the pulse
is wavy, the reason being that radiation damping results a
small phase shift of the particle velocity relative to the
electric field and thus a forward averaged Lorentz fores.
The present paper reports two recant results from our
study on this problem. First we have found that a wavy pulse,
under certain conditions, can transfer to tha particle a
finite amount of momentum which is not at all small (not to
mention negligible), especially when compared with that due to
radiation damping. This will be described in Section II.
Furthermore, we have found an interesting mechanism of particle acceleration by multiple random weak pulses. Although
each pulse transfers only a minute amount of momentum to a
particle, multiple pulses can result in particles of finite
momentum through a process similar to the rendom walk process in momentum space. This will be presented In Section III.
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where the vector potential is a function of_ Ç = t-z/c only
and is related to tha wave electric field E(Ç) by
E(n)dn
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Note that the last equality in Eq. (2) coaes from K »
2 7 2 1(
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(p +o c ) c-mc , with u being the rest mass. Also note that
p,/px is a small quantity for non-relativistic cases. From
Eqs. (1) and (2), it is obvious that the final aonentum of
the particle after the paasage of the pulse is uniquely
determined by the asymptotic value of the vector potential:
A, S A(Ç-«°). Consider two electromagnetic (field) pulses
of similar energy content, one Is solitary or non-oscillatory
and the other is wavy. The solitary pulse will give a vector
potential which clearly Increases monotonicallv with 5 to
its asymptotic value at large Ç, while the wavy pulse will
give a vector potential which increases and decreaaes
alternatively and eventually may end up with a small value.
He thus see that the momentum gain by the particle after an
encounter with a solitary pulse will be most efficient.
Exactly how small the momentum gain from a wavy pulse
will be depends on the exact shape of the electric field
and this in turn depends on the emission mechanism of the
wave. Suppose the wave is emitted from a damped harmonic
oscillator, initially excited by a collision, say. The
electric field of the wave may then be given by
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end the asymptotic vector potential can be easily calculated.
This readily leads to a momentum gain, in units of me,
(5)

PARTICLE ACCELERATION BY A WAVY PULSE

For such a study, i t Is convenient^to «tart with the
two wejl-known constants of motion [ 2 ) : px+qA/c and K-p, c,
where p± and p, are, respectively, the momentum components

which becomes, for a wavy pulse ( i . e . , U T » 1 ) ,
ûpA/mc

qE^/mcco

(6)
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He immediately recognize that this is the same expression
for the maximum momentum that a charge q «ill have during
the time of interaction with a harmonic wave of amplitude
E and frequency ID! At this point, we like to emphasize
that the momentum gain depends on the pulse shape in a
very sensitive way. Should the function sin(<jj£) in Eq. (4)
Le replaced by cos(uÇ) or Çcos(<i)Os>the gain Apj. in Ea. (6)
would have been proportional to E T / ( U T )
««rfh*M<M)«
« • p a a M M a A p in the limit u>T»l. "Nevertheless" the momentum
gain from a general wavy pulse may be given by
(qEoT/mc)-S(u)T)

(7)

where S(CDT) > a function of UIT and whose functional form
depends on the shape of the field pulse, approaches zero as
ur tends to infinity. For many cases in whichut is not too
large, the gain In momentum may not be negligible. Note
that Eq. (7) applies for waves of linear polarization,
results for other states of polarization can be obtained
via linear superposition.
We now compare Eq. (7) with the momentum gain due to
the mechanism through radiation damping. A recent calculation [101 has shown that such a momentum gain, for an
initially stationary electron and to the lowest order, may
be written as

p x +qA/c and K-cp # are constants of motion, every pulse,
after overtaking a particle, will transfer to the particle
an amount of momentum Ap:

where

APj. • -qAA/c

(10)
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with E being the electric field for that particular propagating field pulse. For simplicity, w e shall restrict to
nonre,lativis£ic ca.ses so that Ap n may be neglected compared
to Ap x and Ap - Apj,. Since the pulses are random, the
momentum gains Ap's by a particle In successive encounters
with the pulses are also random and it is then impossible
to predict precisely the total momentum of the particle
after a large number of encounters. However, if we consider
a system of many non-interacting particles, each encountering
with a large number of pulses, it is possible to get the
averaged value over these particles. This is exactly like
the problem of diffusion of test particles in momentum
space [13]. The root-mean-square value of the total
particle momentum gain after N encounters is thus

AP
<roEoT/3mc)êz
2
2
where r = e /me is the classical electron radius. The
ratio or the two values in Eqs. (7) and (8) is thus
3 ( E c / E o ) S(OJT)

(9)
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2
where E -=
= e/r
e/r'
•* 10
V/cm is the electric field produced
by an electron at distance r Q . Since E is a huge quantity,
E /E is generally very large. Even for an intense.wavy ,
pulse of radiation power density of the ordex of 10
W/cm ,
the ratio E /E is still of the order of 10 ! He therefore
see that, afthSugh S (tux) is a small quantity, the ratio in
Et;. (9) mty very well be a large quantity. This is especially true for a weak pulse or for a short wavy pulse.
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ACCELERATION BY MULTIPLE PULSES
In this section, we shall discuss a mechanism of
particle acceleration by multiple pulses. The pulses are
assumed to be random so that any two pulses are completely
uncorrelated in terms of phase, polarization and direction.
Furthermore, they are also assumed to be «eak so that the
effect of radiation damping may be neglected. Since

(13)

where Ap
is the root-mean-square value of the momentum
gain in one encounter. He thus see that, even if A p r m s is
a minute quantity, a good portion of the particles can
eventually gain a finite amount of momentum provided N is
sufficiently large.
As an example, we discuss the effect the above
mechanism will bring to the charged particles in our Galactic
space which is permeated by electromagnetic pulses of various
kinds from the stars. The pulses may be considered random.
Suppose we have a set of charges of one specie initially at
rest. After encountering with N pulses, the root-meah-square
momentum gain is given by Eq. (13) and the corresponding
root-mean-square value of the particle displacement may be
described by

AR_
III.
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where T is the averaged time between two consecutive encounters by a particle. He vint AR
to be limited by the size
of the Galaxy so that a large portion of the particles w.ill
still remain in the Galactic space after H encounters. This
gives a limit to N , using Eqs. (13) and (14),

H S

(R./cT)2/3(ûpr ./»c) 2 / 3

(15)

where IL, is the radius of the Galaxy. This further gives a
limit to the momentum
1/3

(16)
"Prms / a c )
Since Ap
is independent of the mass we see that the
momentum giin is proportional to the cube root of the
particle mass. He may make a rough estimate of the gain by
taking the size of our Galaxy to be 10 light-years, the
averaged radiation energy densityto be 1 eV/cm [14], the
averaged pulse width to be T 5 = 10" sec and T = T, the
averaged frequency to be 10 sec" rnd assuming the pulse
shape given by Eq. (4). The result is
AP^/mc S (RG/cT)

-2
10

(17)

This value of course cannot account for the existence of
energetic cosmic rays, but nevertheless indicates a certain
amount of particle momentum possessed by the background
particles. Furthermore, ve want to stress again that the
value in Eq. (17) depends very much or. the pulse shape
chosen. Had we assumed a different pulse shape, the value
obtained would have been quite different. Finally, we
like to mention that the above consideration is classical.
Quantum consideration is of Interest and should provide a
deeper understanding of the problem.
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